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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the culture of an organization has the power to drive sustained
business performance, especially in times of (disruptive) changes.
At its best, culture unifies people and creates shared behaviours, beliefs, values
and assumptions that lead to success. Ignoring the need for a culture that aligns
with the strategy, can become a limiting force and undermine the strategic
success of an organization.
Culture is created, evolved, managed, manipulated and influenced by human
intervention. Through leadership, responsibility can be taken of the culture, which
makes it unique. In practice, this is achieved by the following:
1. Leadership creates new organizations and/or visions and thereby
 creates new cultures, that mobilize and encourage people.
2. Leadership directs the evolution of culture in existing organizations.

Organization culture and its
three levels

T

he definition of culture used in this paper is

In this definition, culture is defined as a product of

inspired by the thoughts of Edgar Schein , who

shared learning (Accumulated shared learning). It

1

focuses his definition on the process of how a culture is

proposes that in order to understand the culture of

learned and evolves:

the organization one needs to know what learning has
taken place under which circumstances (historical
perspective). When this knowledge is shared in an

“The culture of a group can be defined as the
accumulated shared learning of that group as it
solves its problems of external adaptation and
internal integration. This accumulated learning
is a pattern or system of beliefs, values and
behavioural norms that come to be taken for
granted as basic assumptions.”

organisation it easily becomes a pattern of belief and
value that gives meaning to the daily activities.
Basic taken-for-granted assumptions: the shared
knowledge provides meaning, stability and becomes
the cultural DNA of an organization. These assumptions
become the source for the way things are done within
the company culture.
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A

s a leader it is important to realise how the

phenomenon is visible. These levels range from

organisational culture can be observed and

those elements you can see and feel to the deeply

analysed. Organizational culture may be analysed at

embedded, unconscious, basic assumptions. The three

several different levels. In this case, the term ‘level’

major levels of culture are shown in the figure below.

low

is used to refer to the degree to which the cultural

high

VISIBLE

ARTIFACTS:
Represents what somebody unfamiliar
with the culture can see, hear and feel.
Artifacts include observable behavior
and visible and feelable structures and
processes.

Espoused beliefs and values: remain conscious and
are explicitly articulated because they serve the

The essentials of Leadership

normative or moral function of guiding members of
the organization as to how to deal with certain key
situations as well as in training of new members how
to behave. Such beliefs and values often become
embodied in an organizational philosophy, which
serves as a guide on how to deal with uncertainty in
uncontrollable or difficult events.
Basic underlying assumptions: In this definition, these

T

he definition used to define leadership in this
paper is:

Leadership is the art of motivating a group of
people to act towards achieving a common goal

are the values and beliefs that have become so
embedded in the culture that little variation is found
within a social unit. This degree of consensus results

Notice key elements of this definition:

from repeated success in implementing certain beliefs

	Leadership stems from social influence, not 		

and values, as previously described. Culture at this
level provides its members with a basic sense of
identity and defines the values that provide

authority or power
	Leadership requires others which implies that they
do not necessarily need to have “direct reports”
	No mention of personality traits, attributes, or

self-esteem.

	even a title; there are many styles, many paths, to
In summary, the degree of alignment between the

effective leadership

three levels define the force of the culture. The

It always includes a goal, not motivating without

alignment with the strategy decides the contribution

an intended outcome

of culture to the success of an organisation.
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F

rom this definition we will explore the following
roles of a leader:

1

Lead by example: be the credible leader others

Selecting the right culture and
leadership for every strategic
approach

	choose to follow, one with both character and
competence
2
	
Create

vison: define where your organisation is

going and how they are going to get there
3
	
Execute

strategy: consistently implement the

O

nce an organisation has identified the right
strategic approach, it needs to understand which

organisational culture and leadership are required to

strategy and achieve strategic goals with and

successfully execute this strategy. A study from the

through others

Henderson institute2 has shown which traits in the

4
	
Unleash potential: select the right people and

culture correlate with success in each type of strategic

	unleash the ability of each person in your

approach. In order to develop this culture, a leadership

organisation to improve performance, solve

style has been chosen that serves this culture best. In

problems and grow

the following chapters we will take a deep dive in each
of these leadership styles by looking at the four roles
of a leader: lead by example, create vision, execute
strategy and unleash potential.
In table 1 you find an overview of the strategic
approach with the connected Organizational culture
and Leadership.

Table 1 - Strategy, Culture, Leadership and Innovation
STRATEGY
CLASSICAL
Be Big
Big beats small

ADAPTIVE
Be Fast
Fast beats slow

VISIONARY
Be the Orchestrator
Create and exploit

Shaping
Be First
Be first and capitalize

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND
TRAITS

LEADERSHIP STYLE ORIENTED ON

INNOVATION

Hierarchy culture:
Disciplined
Control
Efficiency
Stability

Hierarchical Leadership:
Plan oriented
Close follow up
Risk avoidance
Priority to deliver as planned

R&D function

Market culture:
Result oriented
Achievement focus
Externally/Customer oriented
Encouraging constructive dissent

Competitive Leadership:
Achievement oriented
Get it done
Push
Customer first

Continiously
experimenting

Clan culture:
Acts like a community
Nurturing
Mentoring
Us against rest of the world

Visionary Leadership:
Vision Oriented
Loyalty
Doing things together
People first

That is what we do
all day

Adhocracy culture:
Dynamic
Entrepreneurial
Risk taking
Doing things first

Agile Leadership:
Renewal oriented
Coaching
Stimulating
Learn from mistakes

By all stakeholders
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